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the Classroom

Community living brings social supports that enhance 
academic performance and define the student experience. 
The bonds formed in residence are an important 
foundation in university success.

Experience the added benefits of free information sessions, 
valuable student workshops and academic study spaces 
available exclusively for residence students.

Experience 
Community 

Supplement your academics and build 
your resume with leadership 
opportunities and practical experience. 
Become a Residence Mentor, be a voice 
at ORS Council or create community as a 
Residence Assistant. 

Be a
Leader

Residence students can apply for a 
growing list of awards and bursaries 
available exclusively to our on-campus 
students. These awards vary in nature 
from leadership, to community 
involvement, to academic achievement.  

Residence students have access to 
indoor and outdoor fitness areas, fire 
pits, lounges, movie rooms, study 
spaces, games rooms and much more, 
all located within our residence facilities 
and spaces. 

Earn 
Scholarships

Designed 
for You

When you live on campus, dozens of dedicated Student Services 
are right at your door step. The Health Centre, Academic 
Advising, Scholarships and Student Finance and more are all 
within walking distance!

Access 
Resources

The Organization of Residence Students (ORS) provides support, 
builds community, eases transitions and plans fun activities with 
a wide appeal. All residents are members of the ORS, the largest 
student club and support network on campus. This also means 
experienced, connected and supportive student leaders live just 
down the hall.  

Be Engaged

Build lifelong friendships, foster 
relationships and explore networking 
opportunities. Our inclusive spaces bring 
folks together from diverse backgrounds, 
creating rich opportunities for
meaningful connections. 

Forge 
Friendships

Residence students are closer to 
everything as they are the heart of 
campus. You are closer to classmates, 
restaurants, professors’ offices, 
recreational facilities and beautiful parks 
and grounds.  

Be at the 
Centre of it all

You are here to earn a degree. Research 
indicates students who live in residence 
are more likely to graduate than those 
who live off campus. With a strong 
history of proven success, our students 
have an immediate advantage in their 
program. 

Succeed 
Academically
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